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People

An Interview With Gilles de La Rochefoucauld,
President and Owner, Aux Amateurs de Livres, Paris, France
by Katina Strauch

I love Paris — even in the summer. The French go on vacation in July and August and the city isn't full of anyone but tourists. Still, Gilles de La Rochefoucauld, we all know about his ancestor, was there with several of his employees working away. Off and on, an employee would stop in to say goodbye on the way out for vacation.

ATG: How and when did you become involved with Aux Amateurs?

GLR: I bought Aux Amateurs four years ago when the owner wanted to become more involved in publishing. I myself was employed at a publishing company which specialized in social sciences, history, law and economics. Aux Amateurs has been in this location for 30 years. (This building was completed in 1960.) There was always a bookstore attached to the business (this is not uncommon). AAL specialized in antiquarian materials. We still search out of print and antiquarian materials, though our primary service is selling French books inside and outside of France.

ATG: What kind of market is there for French titles in the world?

GLR: French titles are still in demand all over the world though there is a tendency for scientific and medical titles to be published in English more than in the past. The American market is substantial though it has been static for the past three years. We have approval plans in many American libraries. American libraries prefer the original work in the original language. We sell very few translations. We are also seeing changes in the Canadian market. Since 1991, we have had more trouble selling in Germany because of the economic situation there.

ATG: Do the French buy more books than their American counterparts?

GLR: French libraries certainly buy fewer books than American libraries.

Many of our orders from Germany are typed rather than computer printed out. I read somewhere that one and half million people in America can speak French. American libraries and publishing companies are much more computerized. France is not very developed electronically and there are very few CDROMs in France. In America, most publishers have computerized invoicing techniques. This is not the case in France. Here at AAL, we are planning to have email in September or October. We are stressing electronic linkages.

ATG: But in France there is Minitel. That seems pretty advanced.

GLR: Yes, the Minitel is very well developed. It is a telephone-based fee service. People in their homes can connect to over 3000 databases in France, including bank accounts, train schedules, libraries, and French books in print. Grolier in the U.S. is a subsidiary of the

Aux Amateurs de Livres

Aux Amateurs de Livres was founded in the late thirties by Marcel Blanchetean.

Originally, the Company specialized in Antiquarian books, but Marcel Blanchetean decided to extend the business in selling current imprints as well. The records of the company show that Yale University and the New York Public Library were already customers for series in 1937!

Aux Amateurs de Livres has moved twice since it was created. Its current location is in central Paris very close to the Eiffel Tower and just ten minutes off the Publisher district.

The company supplies all material published in France or in French-speaking countries, including journals and CD-ROMs.

Nearly 60% of AAL's business is achieved in the USA and Canada.

Twelve people work at Aux Amateurs through its different departments — firm orders, approval plans, standing orders, subscriptions, and out of print searching. Since 1989, the company has been managed by Gilles and Sylvia de La Rochefoucauld.

In the past few years, Aux Amateurs has stressed automation and has developed its own software. Combined with an experienced staff, this new software is designed to provide the best information and reports to customers.

As of August 1, 1993, Aux Amateurs de Livres has opened an office in the United States.
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French company Hachette and has an encyclopedia on CDROM. Still, the sale of CDROM drives in France is very low compared to the U.S.

ATG: How many titles are published in France per year and how many copies are generally printed of a book?

GLR: The number of copies printed is difficult because this obviously depends on the publisher. In the social sciences and history, perhaps 3000 copies. With novels and well known authors, it is more like 50,000. In the sciences, fewer copies are printed, perhaps 2000. Perhaps 30000 titles are printed in France per year. This includes reprints, translations, pocket books.

ATG: Where did the name “Aux Amateurs de Livres” come from?

GLR: AAL was founded in 1930. The name has two meanings. It was begun by an “amateur” (Marcel Blanchetou) as opposed to a professional bookman. Also, “amateur” means an antiquarian specialist which was what AAL specialized in at its beginning. Very early in its history AAL tried to sell to American universities. Yale was among the first in 1935. The growth of AAL took place after WWII. Most European vendors expanded after the war.

ATG: Where did you grow up?

GLR: I was born in Paris in 1952 near the Champs Elysee in the eighth arrondissement. I am the youngest of five brothers and sisters, part of the baby boom after WWII. My family has lived in Paris for many generations. I had Jesuit schooling in my younger years and went to the University of Paris and the Institut d’Etudes Politiques in Paris. After college, I went to work as a publisher after working in banking for several years.

ATG: Could you tell us about your family?

GLR: I have four children, three daughters and a son from the ages of 3 to 12. My wife, Sylvia, works with me in AAL. She is fluent in German and she helps with marketing and commercial work.

ATG: What do you do for fun (besides AAL business, of course)?

GLR: I like to jog and ski. I also like the cinema. I love to travel. I go to the U.S. one month of every year and I don’t consider this business. It is more pleasure. I love the museums in the U.S. and I am looking forward to taking the children to visit the great parks in the U.S. like Yosemite. I like to read and have
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ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF OUR NORTH AMERICAN OFFICE

EDNA LAUGHREY
291 TOWER DRIVE
SALINE, MI 48176
TEL: 313-429-1029
FAX: 313-429-1711

- Books and Periodicals from France and French speaking countries including Africa.
- Approval Plans
- Standing Orders.
- Free bibliographic information.
- Out of Print Searches.

62, avenue de Suffren - 75015 PARIS - FRANCE Telephone (1) 45 67 18 38 - FAX (1) 45 66 50 70
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not generally the nature of our publisher and author associations. Still, there is an intriguing practicality to the idea of collective distribution. It may offend certain of our individualistic and capitalistic values, but could it be that some curtailment of those values would be in the best interests of society and scholarly communication?

One final note about Kopinor: Norwegian educational institutions are subject to Kopinor licensing procedures. Fair use, to whatever extent it exists in Norway, does not cover educational copying the way that it does in the U.S. Indeed, uncompensated use in the educational sector was the primary target of the “Extended Collective Agreement License” at the time of its passage into law.

The Norwegian model, while admit-